
The Firework-Maker’s 
Daughter – Chapter 2. 

Monday 1st March

Read from the start of Chapter 2 
to “… and slipped away.” 



How does Lila feel at the start of the chapter? 
Use a thesaurus to find synonyms. Here is the link to a good online thesaurus. 

Draw a little picture of Lila  and label her feelings around her like this: 

*** Why does she feel this way? 

Lila

mad

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-thesaurus


Questions

1. How do you know that Lila is angry and upset at the start of the 
chapter? We know she is upset because…  

2. How do you think Lila’s letter makes Lalchand feel? 

3. What did Lila pack up in her bundle for her trip? 

4. Why does Lila sign the letter, “from your ex-daughter”?

** Is Lila a determined character? How do you know? 

**Make 3 predictions about what is going to happen next in the story. 



Tuesday 2nd March 

Read from: “When Lalchand
came back…” to, “He went back 
to the workshop feeling heavy-
hearted.” 

Use a dictionary to look up words 
you are unsure of. 

Here is a link to a good online dictionary. 

Then answer the questions on 
the next slide. 

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/


1. Why can’t Lalchand run fast?

2. Why couldn’t Lalchand get through the crowd? 

3. What does Lalchand say Lila will need?

** Summarise the conversation between Lalchand and Chulak, in just four 
lines of dialogue. For example:

Lalchand: Why did you let her leave? 

Chulak: You should have told her everything you told me!

Questions 



Wednesday 3rd March

Read from: “All this while..” to, “… 
he’s still full of water.”



1. Why does Lila start laughing?

2. Why does Lila need the boat?

3. What creatures are watching the boat, waiting for the men to fall 
into the water? 

4. Why does Lila laugh at the men in the boat?

** How does Philip Pullman make the jungle sound daunting? (Here is the 
meaning of daunting if you are unsure!) 

** How does Philip Pullman show you the boat might not be safe? 

Questions

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/daunting?q=daunting


Thursday 4th March 

Read to the end of the chapter. 

Once finished complete 2 x Word 
Investigations. Choose words 
from the part of the chapter we 
just read. 

There is an example of a 
completed Word Investigation on 
the next slide. 



Choose 2 words from the 
part of the story we just 
read to complete a word 
investigation about.

Choose a word you don’t 
know the meaning of, or a 
word that you think you 
know but that you don’t 
use in your writing 
regularly. 

Synonym? A word with the 
same meaning.

Antonym? A word with the 
opposite meaning. 

Idleness (page 

10) 

- the fact of tending to be lazy 

and not work hard

- the fact of not having work or of 

not being in use

Synonyms: laziness, inaction, 

slothfulness, inactivity, inertia.

Antonyms: liveliness, vigor, 

energy 

1. The old man was full of 

idleness, so never kept a 

job longer than 3 weeks. 

2. His idleness was the thing 

that infuriated his mother 

the most. 



Friday 5th March

1. Write 6 sentences summarising 
Chapter 2. Look back through the story to 
help you remember. Think about ISPACE 
openers and adding adjectives and 
adverbs for impact. 

Don’t add any speech in your sentences 
and try not to include more than one 
event in each sentence! (This will make 
sense later!) 



You are going to make a comic strip including the events of Chapter 2. 

Use the 6 sentences you have written to describe each box in the comic strip. You 
can then add speech bubbles to each illustration.

Think about what each character looks like and the setting – try to add as much 
detail as possible! 

Look at the next slide for more instructions. 



You should have this document to draw your 
comic strip on: 

Put your 
illustrations 
here, 
including 
any speech 
bubbles you 
may have. 

Write the 
sentences 
you wrote 
describing 
the 
chapter in 
here.


